Heat treatment and partial pressure measurements
After the homogenization process, the ampoule for each batch was opened and the reacted spongelike CdTe was crushed, ground and mixed with mortar and pestle into particles of diameter less 
Results
The measured partial pressure of Te2 at 870_C
for each optical cell is given in the 5th coIumn of The stoichiometry of the vapor phase at 870"C, defined as Pca/PT¢:, was then calculated for each cell using the measured PT_: and the calculated Pcd and is given in the last column of Table 2 .
The vapor-phase stoichiometry at temperatures other than 870°C was also measured for cell 10A
and is plotted in Fig. 1 . The first series of measured PT_: is shown as open circles and was started at about 825'_C (1000/T =0.91). Several measurements were taken when the sample temperature was increasing to above 880_C before the sample was cooled to 795_C. The second series of measurements is shown as solid squares and agreed well with the results of the first series. The time between each run is also given in the figure. The solid line shown is the PT¢., for the congruent sublimation condition, i.e. Pcd/PT,_ = 2.0.
Discussion
The measured partial pressures of Te2 over vari- [7] , respectively, and are tabulated in Table 3 . By comparing the measured PT_: of our at about 825-C (I000/T = 0.91). Several measurements were taken when the sample temperature was increasing to above 880-C before thc sample was cooled to 795-C. The second series of measurements is shown as solid squares.
The time between each run is also given.
Ching-Hua
Su et al. /Journal of Crystal Growth 183 (1998) 519 524 523 Table  3 Te mole fraction, XT, and measured PTc_ at 870"C for CdTe samples from Ref. [7] Samples as-synthesized samples with those in Table 3 , it can be concluded that (a) the samples in cell # 6 and # 10 were near the congruent sublimation composition at 870°C (from a defect chemistry analysis, [20] , 
